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Cosentino has launched the new Grip+, a surface treatment that allows
Dekton to be used on floors where a high level of slip-resistant is required.

¿WHAT IS GRIP+?
Grip+ is a new surface product that modifies the visible face of the material in a controlled and
precise manner, creating a lightly textured surface that gives the product its slip-resistant property.
It retains the pleasant feel of standard Dekton, and has good slip-resistant properties.
This is a completely new product, not an existing product that has been modified.

COMPETITION FOR DEKTON GRIP +

POSTTREATMENT

COATINGS

SELECTIVE
MICROROUGHNESS

Implemented
after the
product
has been
manufactured.

Full-field application
coating that creates
a rough layer.

Slip-resistant
product requiring
little maintenance.

The material is
chemically or
mechanically
damaged to
create the
slip-resistant
surface.

Creates colour
instability on the
same plank and
there is less control
of the rough finish.

GRIP+
Stable colour
production and
absolute control of
roughness.

GRIP vs GRIP+ STRATEGY
The current GRIP treatment will no longer be available, as the new
treatment is superior. All our slip-resistant products will now be
grouped under Dekton Grip+, simplifying the system and offering
better performance. However, it is still possible to send remaining
stock to projects that require the older product. It can still be used.
The previous GRIP is still valid for use in two circumstances:
- When replacing or extending the material.
- Non-passable areas that contain an element that must be
accessible and therefor require a GRIP non-slip surface, for
example terraces on high buildings.

WHAT MAKES THE NEW VERSION OF GRIP+ REVOLUTIONARY?
1. Grip+ changes the Dekton surface structure in a controlled manner. Thus, obtaining
a homogeneous and uniform surface with a pleasant feel, which is equal to Dekton
standards. Check our Dekton Grip Manual for cleaning and maintenance.

2. With the new treatment, Dekton is ideal for areas that require non-slip features:
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R11

C

IMPORTANT: The requirements and type of treatment for any one project must be
decided by the architect or designer.

DCOF

>=0.69

3. The material should be chosen to conform with local regulations. Some typical applications
for public spaces and the related recommended products are detailed below:

APPLICATION

PRODUCT

Inside Area: Dry

Flooring

DEKTON STANDARD

Outside area: Wet

Terraces

DEKTON GRIP +

Flooded

Inside and around a pool, in
showers, spas, etc.

DEKTON GRIP +

4. GRIP+ does not significantly change the colour of the product , so it can be successfully
combined with the standard finish.

The treatment sinters with the material. This makes the treatment durable. It keeps its quality
after 10,000 dry abrasion cycles.

WHAT COLOURS ARE AVAILABLE?
GRIP+ is available in the following colours when ordered two months before the delivery date:
Colours that can be used for all applications (except stairs): Orix,Vera, Soke and Keon

Keon
TECH Collection
m

Vera
NATURAL Collection
m

Soke
INDUSTRIAL Collection
m

Orix
INDUSTRIAL Collection
m

TECHNICAL INFORMATION AVAILABLE
Cleaning & Maintenance Dekton Grip+

Cleaning &
Maintenance
Dekton Grip+
Non-slip flooring

Technical sheet, Declaration
of Performance and other Product Certifications
Contact: Cristina Guerra Lucas
cguerra@cosentino.com
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